building and other hoists at Kennedy also utilize load-bearing cables.

Previous commercially available cable tools weigh 16 lbs. The Bendix tool weighs only 2 lbs and costs a tenth as much. It consists of a short plate that can be attached to the cable, a torque wrench to twist the plate while it is attached to the cable, and a hook to hold the wrench at a uniform distance from the cable. Cable tensions in a suspension system are compared with this tool so that equalizing adjustments can be made.


In a related if more prosaic application, the elevator division of Dover Corp., Memphis, uses similar NASA-spawned cable-tension tools to measure and adjust the tension on elevator cables in office and other buildings during installation and inspections. The tool saves about 20% of adjustment time and increases cable and pulley life.

'Rigidized' metal panels
Not all of NASA's industrial assistance includes direct technology funding or even transfers of aerospace research. Sometimes the catalyst is more subtle. NASA maintains six industrial applications centers at universities throughout the country which have computerized access to about three-quarters of a million space-related reports as well as 10 times that many reports and articles from private sources.

Typical of the several companies served annually, the Plasteel Products Corp. in Washington County, Pa. approached one of these NASA information centers to search for ideas on "rigidized" metal sheeting. Thinner-gage metal with the strength of heavier sheeting can be obtained through cold bending, stamping, dimpling, or embossing—referred to as "rigidizing."

The NASA Industrial Applications Center at the University of Pittsburgh came up with 36 reports relevant to Plasteel's needs. On the basis of this search, the company purchased an embossing machine with which it hopes to provide thinner-gage metal panels where permitted by building codes.

Space paint
An improved inorganic paint may help protect coastal bridges, which are subject to extreme corrosion from seawater spray.

Zinc-rich coatings with both organic and inorganic binders have been tried in the past. But organic paints don't last as long and require a finish coat, while inorganics normally are harder to apply but require only one coat.

The unique inorganic zinc-dust coating was developed at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center. In preparation, potassium silicate is formulated into a thin, water-base binder that sprays easily, adheres readily, and can be heavily loaded with zinc particles to provide uniform coverage in a single coat.

One gallon of the paint covers 375 square feet, compared with the usual coverage for inorganic paints of about 200 square feet per gallon. In addition, the life of the paint may be doubled leading to significant cost and savings.

The Golden Gate Bridge Authority now is testing the space paint on a girder of the famous bridge.

Stanford Research Institute, a NASA Technology Applications Team, has measured an annual market in excess of $2-billion in painting highway bridges, utility pipelines, nuclear reactors, and railroad hoppers. Other suitable markets include offshore drilling facilities, railroad bridges, and ships. Patent licenses may be obtained from NASA.